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basalt. In the rains the Azrak pools overflow and con-
vert large parts of the "Plain of Sorrows" into a swamp,
which gave much trouble to the motor transport convoys
from Amman trying to take petrol out to the tank at
L.G. D.
You finally arrive at Ziza landing ground and look
towards the Judaean Hills over which you must pass on
the next stage of the journey to Cairo. To the south-
west the ridges of the hills culminate in a point which is
higher than anything near it. To the right of it is a gap
and then another distinct but lower eminence. This
gap is what you make for when you leave Ziza for the
Mediterranean, and it is the cleft in the hills made by the
Wadi Seil el Mojeb. The higher hill to the left I called
"Jehovah's Rest," and the lower peak to the right
"Vision of Israel*" Beyond them is the Dead Sea.
And now for my story of the "Land of Conjecture."
It is about a lost village, which is called "Esmeralda"
in my dreams. The experience happened to my friend
FitzH	when he was flying over the Mail Track
with Flight-Lieutenant G	. They were flying along
through the basalt hills, between L.C?. F and L.G. H.
They lost the track and got rather south of it. Fitz did
not get worried, for G	is an old hand. Now the
basalt hills are so desolate that it is always thought that
nothing inhabits them. Their beginning and end are
lost in conjecture. That is why I called them the "Land
of Conjecture."
G	 was tracing his way through the unknown
valleys of the "Land of Conjecture/* where nature
broods in the silence of a hundred thousand years, and
where perhaps the ghosts of peoples of times gone by
come out when the golden moon finds her way

